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Noble University–Startup and Innovation Activities 

Noble Entrepreneurship Cell (NEC)  

Welcome to the Noble Entrepreneurship Cell (NEC), the driving force behind 

innovation and entrepreneurship at Noble University Campus in Junagadh. Empowered by 

the Student Startup and Innovation Policy (SSIP 2.0) grant from the Government of 

Gujarat, we are dedicated to fostering creative ideas and supporting startups. Our ecosystem 

thrives on providing students and the community with essential resources, including co-

working spaces, basic lab facilities, and expert mentoring, all within our state-of-the-art 

incubation center. In collaboration with the Ministry of Education's Innovation Cell, we 

have established the Institution's Innovation Council (IIC), extending our reach to colleges 

across the university to nurture a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. Join us on this 

journey of discovery, growth, and impact. 

 

Event Schedule 

Time Events 

10:30 AM Floral welcome of Guest Speaker 

10:40 AM Welcome speech of event and Introduction of Guest Speaker 

10:45 AM Guest session 

11:30 AM  Q & A session 

12:00 PM Valediction & Appreciation 

12:30 PM Post event discussion 

01:00 PM Lunch 
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Event Overview 

On April 5th, 2024, the Noble Entrepreneur

an expert talk on "Innovation and Startup." The event aimed to inspire and educate attendees 

on the significance of innovation in the context of entrepreneurship and startup ventures.

About Guest Speaker 

 

Mr. Parth Sejpal, CEO of 

SUSEC, Saurashtra University, 

Rajkot, graced the event as the guest 

speaker. With his expertise in the field 

of innovation and startup 

management, Mr. Sejpal provided 

valuable insights and guidance to the 

audience. 

 

 

Audience 

The audience comprised

Associate Vice President; Dr. H. N. Kher, Provost

Principals and activity coordinators of Noble University
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, CEO of 

SUSEC, Saurashtra University, 

Rajkot, graced the event as the guest 

speaker. With his expertise in the field 

of innovation and startup 

management, Mr. Sejpal provided 

valuable insights and guidance to the 

The audience comprised esteemed individuals including Mr. Parth Dhulesia, 

Dr. H. N. Kher, Provost; Mr. C. D. Sankhavara, Vice Provost

coordinators of Noble University. 
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an expert talk on "Innovation and Startup." The event aimed to inspire and educate attendees 

on the significance of innovation in the context of entrepreneurship and startup ventures. 
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Mr. C. D. Sankhavara, Vice Provost; all 
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Key Points 

During the expert talk, Mr. Parth Sejpal highlighted several crucial aspects related 

to innovation and startup initiatives. The key points discussed included: 

 Understanding Innovation: The speaker elucidated the concept of innovation, 

emphasizing its importance in driving progress and competitiveness in today's 

dynamic business landscape. 

 Innovative Ideas: Mr. Sejpal elaborated on the process of generating and nurturing 

innovative ideas, stressing the need for creativity and out-of-the-box thinking. 

 Problem-Solving Approach: The talk delved into the significance of finding effective 

solutions to existing challenges through innovation, underscoring the role of startups 

in addressing societal problems. 

 SSIP and IIC Activities: The speaker shed light on the initiatives undertaken by SSIP 

(Student Startup and Innovation Policy) and IIC (Institution's Innovation Council) to 

foster a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship among students and faculty 

members. These activities aimed to contribute towards building a better India by 

nurturing innovative ventures and promoting entrepreneurial spirit. 

Outcomes 

The expert talk on "Innovation and Startup" provided a platform for meaningful 

discussions and insights into the realm of entrepreneurship and innovation. The event served 

as a catalyst for inspiring future entrepreneurs and fostering a conductive ecosystem for 

startup ventures within the university community. 

Overall, the session was highly informative and engaging, leaving the attendees 

with a deeper understanding of the significance of innovation in driving economic growth 

and societal progress. 
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Connect Us: 

 

https://in.linkedin.com/company/noble
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https://www.facebook.com/noblegroupofinstitutions/

 

https://www.instagram.com/nobleuniversity/?hl=en

 

https://maps.app.goo.gl/6NjkcRsg4ndqFCS37
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